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Words by the Chair

Votes on 12 November

Dossier

A new strategy for European SMEs
Dear colleagues,
During our next ITRE Committee
meeting, Executive Vice-President
Margrethe Vestager will be joining
us for an exchange regarding the
upcoming legislative proposals in
the digital area. Digital technology
is changing people’s lives. The EU’
s digital strategy aims to make this
transformation work for people and
businesses, while helping to
achieve its target of a climateneutral Europe by 2050. A more
general discussion on challenges
that lie ahead in the field of ICT will
be followed by an in-depth debate
on the EU's strategic autonomy in
the digital area and the issue of
competition in the digital market.
Europe must now strengthen its
digital sovereignty and set
standards. The EU should be
leading rather than following in the “
Digital Decade”.
During our next meeting, we will
also be voting on “A new strategy
for European SMEs” report. A
dedicated Strategy for small and
medium-sized enterprises (SMEs)
aims to reduce red tape and help
Europe's numerous SMEs do
business throughout the single
market and outside. Easy access
to financing will help lead the way
on the digital and green transitions.
The strategy aims to help SMEs
lead the twin transitions, which
also means securing access to the
right skills.
Cristian-Silviu Buşoi
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News and events

Exchange of views with Ms Margrethe Vestager, Executive
Vice-President for A Europe Fit for the Digital Age, on ICT
state-of-play and legislative initiatives in the digital area
The ITRE committee will welcome Executive VicePresident Margrethe Vestager for an exchange of views on
the upcoming legislative proposals in the digital area and a
more general discussion on where the EU stands in ICT
policy and the challenges that lie ahead. The Commission
will still this year present a number of legislative proposals,
such as a Regulation on European data governance, a
new cybersecurity strategy and a review of the NIS directive as well as the Digital Services
Act. For the coming year the Commission work programme also contains numerous new
initiatives in ICT policy. The discussion will not only focus on the concrete policy proposals but
will also allow for an in-depth discussion on the EU's strategic autonomy in the digital area
and the issue of competition in the digital market.
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Recent publications:
Study: Budget and staffing needs at
the Agency for the Cooperation of
Energy Regulators (ACER)
Study: Disinformation and Science:
Report of an investigation into
gullibility of false science news in
central European countries
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If you wish to receive the ITRE
Newsletter, please send an email with your contact details and
"Newsletter" in the subject field to
the ITRE Secretariat (itresecretariat@europarl.europa.eu).

FURTHER INFORMATION
For further information please
contact the ITRE secretariat or
visit ITRE website.
The Committee meetings are webstreamed and can be watched live
on the EP website or on Europarl
TV.

Briefing: COVID-19: List of the
measures taken in relation to the ITRE
Disclaimer: The items contained herein are drafted by the secretariat of the European
remit May-June 2020
Parliament and are provided for general information purposes only. The opinions expressed in
this document are the sole responsibility of the author(s) and do not necessarily represent the
Study: Energy-intensive industries
official position of the European Parliament. This document may contain links to websites that
Study: Opportunities of Artificial are created and maintained by other organisations. The secretariat does not necessarily
endorse the view(s) expressed on these websites.
Intelligence
Study: SME focus - Long term strategy
for the European industrial future

NEWS FROM THE AGENCIES
The Agency for the Cooperation
of Energy Regulators (ACER)
ACER extends period for
reaching an agreement on AT-IT
electricity
interconnection’s
exemption request More
The
Body
of
European
Regulators
for
Electronic
Communications (BEREC)
BEREC introduces new overview
on the status of networks across
Europe More
European Union Agency
Cybersecurity (ENISA)

for

EU Agency for Cybersecurity
launches ISAC in a BOX Toolkit
More
Euratom Supply Agency (ESA)
ESA Annual Report 2019 Analysis of supply and demand
of nuclear material and services
in the EU More
Fusion for Energy (F4E)
Europe is ready to feed with
current the MITICA experiment
More
European Global Navigation
Satellite System Gnss Agency
(GSA)
Precise Point Positioning opens
up new possibilities for mass
market applications More

